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Inquiry hearing case —
Written consent of both purchaser and vendor
needed before changing the terms of a PASP
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provisional agreement for sale and purchase
(PASP) is a legally binding document. If either
the purchaser or the vendor would like to amend
the terms of a PASP, practitioners should seek the
written consent of the other party or arrange for
them to initial the amendment.
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In this inquiry hearing case, a practitioner acted
for both the purchaser and the vendor. He first
arranged for the purchaser to sign a PASP, which
contained the provision that should the buyer fail
to complete the transaction, the deposit shall be
forfeited to the vendor but the vendor shall not sue
the buyer for any liabilities or damages. However,
when the practitioner later discussed the PASP with
the vendor, the practitioner, at the request of the
vendor, changed the PASP to a “must buy, must
sell” agreement and passed the buyer’s $300,000
cheque to the vendor. On the other hand, the
purchaser changed his mind and stopped payment
of the cheque. This led to litigation between the two
parties.
The addition of such a term to the PASP was a
significant change, as the liabilities of both the
purchaser and vendor had totally changed. The
practitioner did not obtain the buyer’s written
consent or arrange for him to initial the amendment
before passing the deposit to the vendor. He did
not exercise due care and diligence, and thereby
failed to comply with paragraph 3.5.1 of the Code
of Ethics.
The EAA Disciplinary Committee suspended the
practitioner’s licence for 14 days and attached a
condition to his licence.
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Comments from representatives of trade associations
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President of the Hong
Kong Chamber of
Professional Property
Consultants
Mr Lawrance Wong

resident of the Hong Kong Chamber of
Professional Property Consultants Mr Lawrance
W
Wong
commented that the EAO specifies the rules
a regulations which practitioners should observe
and
w
when
handling property transactions. Practitioners
s
should
comply with these rules and the Code of
E
Ethics
to protect the interests of both the purchaser
and the vendor. The practitioner in this case should
have sought the written consent of the client prior
to amending the terms of the PASP.
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resident of the Society of Hong Kong Real Estate
Agents Mr Denys Kwan said under common law,

a
agents
have the responsibility to protect their clients’
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interests.
Estate agents should therefore exercise due
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care
when arranging for clients to enter into a PASP,
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particularly
when dealing with important terms. Agents
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s
should
ascertain whether both parties agree to the terms
শสԳಯ҃ನྻ
ᝯጄӀྻࠜ
President of the Society
of Hong Kong Real
Estate Agents
Mr Denys Kwan
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a obtain their written consent to the agreement. In the
and
case of dual agency, agents should exercise due care in
protecting the interests of both. If either party wishes to
add terms which are disadvantageous to the other, agents
should act in an impartial manner and advise both parties
of the pros and cons of such amendments. The terms and
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conditions of a PASP should clearly reflect the intent of
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both and the agreement should be signed only after both
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parties understand and agree to the terms. If agents come
across situations which are not mentioned in the PASP,
they should explain such matters clearly to both parties,
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understand their needs and resolve the matters through

ؼȂࠛӹຜᎱўȂٟգᆽϘзᕕᆽߞׅϧ۶ᆽ༓

negotiation.
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Mr Kwan also pointed out that the practitioner mentioned
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in the above case was negligent in not asking for the
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buyer’s written consent to the amendment to the PASP
before passing the deposit to the vendor, thus failing
to exercise due care and due diligence. As verbal
agreements may lead to disputes and are hard to prove
(especially when there is no third party witness), the
written consent of both parties is essential.
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